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Seotion G: STABILITY OP EARTH AND FOUNDATION WORKS AND OF NATURAL SLOPES 111

No. G-10 OPENING DISCUSSION
Frank A. Marston, a partner of Metoalf 4 Eddy, Boston, Massachusetts

This seotion inoludes nine papers, all but one ooncerned principally with the stability of earth 
embankments and natural earth slopes• In the time available, it is possible to touoh only on some of 
the outstanding features of these papers.

The paper on uplift pressures on weirs (low dams) built on porous soil in the bed of rivers, by 
Taylor and Vaidhianathan, from Irrigation Research Institute at Punjab, India, summarizes comparative 
studies made by eleotrical and by hydraulic methods with the result of theoretioal computations.

The electrical equipment consisted briefly of an ebonite plate 1 ft long, representing the floor 
of the hydraulio model. The upstream and downstream levels were represented by two oonductors, one on 
either side of the plate and eaoh 1^ ft long. The subsoil was represented by the eleotrolyte in the 
tank. The tank was I4 ft by 3 ft by 3 in deep, with the outer boundary of the tank made elliptioal to 
oorrespond to one of the stream lines of flow. An amplifier and osoillator system with telephone was 
used to obtain potential points. Lines of equal potential were marked on the base of the tank and then 
traoed.

Similar equi-potential lines were obtained from an hydraulio experiment on the same soale. The 
results of the electrical and hydraulio tests agreed within 3 per cent.

Experiments were made not only with simple structures but also with various forms of floors and 
aprons and with one line of sheet piles.

The authors conolude that the "electrical method (for obtaining the uplift pressures for purposes 
of designing weirs) is thus oapable of giving results quite in agreement with those of hydraulio models 
and the prototype," and that this method "will form the basis of the laws of flow of water under weirs."

Examinations of earth slides show that failures occur along ourved surfaces rather than on plane 
surfaoes•

Terzaghi outlines the Swedish method of Petterson for analyzing an earth slide, which assumes a 
oiroular sliding surfaoe briefly as follows:

The factor of safety against sliding is oomputed for several different oircles selected at random 
and the center of the cirole of least resistanoe is determined by trial. In order to compute the re
sistance against sliding along an individual oirole, the slice of earth looated above the circle is di
vided into narrow elements of convenient size.

The vertioal sides of eaoh element are assumed to be perfectly smooth. The frictional resistance 
long the base of the element is produoed by the radial oomponent of the weight. If part of the slope 
is looated beneath the water table the total weight of the element is reduoed by the hydrostatic up
lift. Failure ooours by rotation around the center of the oirole. The factor of safety against slid
ing along the arc is the resisting moment divided by the moment tending to produoe failure.

"In reality the radius of curvature at the lower end of the surface of rupture is usually greater 
than it is at the upper end."

Rendulic proposed that the circular arc be replaced by a seotion of a logarithmio spiral.
Frontard assumed a sliding surfaoe consisting of upper and lower curves (deformed hypo-oycloids) 

connected by a tangent, but Terzaghi, in his paper, points out errors in Frontard's solution of the 
problem.

"If the fill is composed of seotions with widely different characteristics or the base of the fill 
oontains layers of olay with low shearing resistance, the surfaoe of rupture must be assumed by judg
ment to consist of straight lines, aros of a cirole or other curves suoh as to keep the surface of rup
ture within the probable zone of least resistance."

The seleotion of speoial ourves for the surface of rupture, determined as the result of field ob
servations, is described by Yen in his paper "On Bank Slides in the Whangpoo River," in which the 
reoords of four major earth slides are analyzed. The mass above the surfaoe of rupture was divided 
into a number of prisma, the foroes aoting on each independently were computed and the resultant forces 
determined. This paper is noteworthy as it records some of the facts relating to aotual slides. One 
might wish that more soil oonstants and test results had been recorded in the paper.

Terzaghi gives, also, a method of computation for shearing resistanoe along a curved surface of 
rupture in a fill aoted upon by percolating water, as during a rainstorm, as compared with the method 
of Petterson whioh is applicable only to soils whose voids are filled with stationary liquid* In this, 
use is made of the "flow net" for the fill. A method of analysis supplemented by laboratory tests is 
given, also, for rolled olay fills in a state of incomplete oonsolidation.

Another paper by Terzaghi outlines an analysis of the stability of slopes of natural olay along 
a ourved surfaoe of rupture. Theoretically, tho average value of the shearing resistanoe per unit of 
area of a surfaoe of rupture inoreases with Increasing depth below the surfaoe. The available evi
dence, although inadequate, does not bear out this conclusion with respect to olays. "Henoe the com
putation of the stability of slopes on soft, intact days (free from joints and fissures) still in
volves a vital element of uncertainty. Tentatively, the shearing resistance along the surfaoe of rup
ture oannot be assumed to be appreciably greater than the value of "o" (the oonstant in Coulomb's equa
tion tfl = o + n tan cp ), regardless of the depth to the surface of rupture.

In stiff, fissured olays, water from rains accumulates in the fissures, the olay swells, other 
changes take plaoe, the sides of the oraoks are lubrioated and shearing resistanoe is reduoed to the 
value it would have under zero pressure in the laboratory, or to "o" in the Coulomb formula.

“Slides in soft, intaot olays oan only be stabilized by reducing the slope. Slides in stiff, fis-
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8urad olayo oan be remedied by injeoting oament grout under low pressure."
Middlebrook'a paper outlines the application of the fundamental equations of Caruthers (as set 

forth by Jtlrgenaon) in analyzing the stability of a dredged sand fill resting on a foundation of olay 
for Fort Peok Dam*

Of speoial interest is the use of photo-olastio models of gelatin and of clay models to check 
theoretioal computations by laboratory tests*

An interesting illustration is given of a practical use of the "squeeze test" in which the plastic 
material, clay, is squeezed between two rigid plc.te6 and the distortion of oertain vertical lines in 
the olay noted as the olay flows horizontally.

From suoh clay model tests, it was determined "... that enough plastic deformation to have oaused 
failure in an embankment oocurred in all cases without developing "slip lines" or shear planes."

The value of determining shearing resistanoe of olay samples not only after due time has been al
lowed for consolidation but also after rapid application of the load, is indicated by Middlebrooks in 
computations of shearing strength of foundations for Fort Peok Dam, and is referred to by Terzaghi as 
of importance in studying the effeot of exoess moisture on shearing resistance.

The "flow net" of the earth seotion, showing lines of equal hydrostatio pressure and of equal rates 
of flow of water, developed by the theoretioal method of Forohheimer or by laboratory test6 as illus
trated in the paper by Broekman and Buismn, is an important aid in studying the stability of earth 
slopes*

The papers having to do with the stability of earth slopes demonstrate that the surface of rupture 
should be assumed as the aro of a circle for the more simple oases, or a part of a logarithmic spiral, 
or as a combination of two ourves connected by a tangent, or as a special curve where soil conditions 
are more complicated, depending upon the judgment of the Engineer as to whioh, in the particular case, 
will more nearly coincide with the surface of least resistance. In the case of an actual slide, bor
ings and test pits may show the depth to the surface of rupture at several points enabling one to appro
ximate the actual curve of the surfaoe of rupture.

In such an analysis of stability, the effeot of excess water, as from rains, porcolating through 
the soil or stored in fissures in the olay, must be given consideration aa an important factor con
tributing to failure.

Modifications of Petterson1s method of analysis, outlined by Terzaghi, and referred to by Hermes 
and by Broekman and Buisnan, constitute convenient means for examining the stability of an embankment 
or for studying the records of a slide.

Considerable advance has been made in the theory of the stability of earth slopes, also in labora
tory practice as an aid in solving stability problems. More information is much needed concerning ac
tual earth slides with data on the characteristics of the soils involved, including the results of 
shearing tests. It is expeoted that the papers presented will stimulate not only laboratory researoh, 
but also the investigation of major earth slides in the field*

No. G-ll OPENING DISCUSSION
STABILITY OF EMBANKMENT FOUNDATIONS 

Professor G, Gilboy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Editorial Notet Professor Gilboy oontributod a brief discussion on Stability of Embankment Foundations, 
including the use of shear analyses and comparisons with field observations. The material presented 
was taken from a paper submitted to the International Commission on Large Dams of the World Power Con
ference and in deference to the rules of that organization is not published hero.

No. G-12 DISCUSSION
T. T. Knappen, Senior Engineer, North Atlantic Division, U. S. Engineer Corps, New York City

Dr. Gilboy referred very briefly to the slide or movement which I was to disouss.
The Tappen Dam was designed to be some fifty-five feet high, on a foundation, the upper layer of 

which was approximately twelve feet of poorly consolidated ole.y'-type material, containing between 
twenty-five and thirty per cent finer than 0.002 millimeters. Below that was silt and sand underlying 
for a very great depth. The embankment itself was constructed out of a clay-type material. The ma
terial in the embankment was very similar to the upper foundation material, running in the neighbor
hood of twenty per cent finer than 0.002 millimeters.

The foundation wes first stripped of its top soil for a depth of about twelve inches to remove 
organic matter, and then was carefully rolled with sheeps foot rollers. When the embankment had 
reached a height of thirty feet the work of placing rip-rqp on the up-stream slope was started* On 
Saturday the face of the embankment had been neatly graded and batter boards set for aligning the pav
ing.

On Monday the foreman came to the engineer and said his batter boards were all out of shape and 
out of line. He wondered what the trouble was. Examination was made. What had happened was not
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realized at first, but when it was, measurements were started. It might be noted that just previous 
to this time the oontractor had had a pile of rook for rip-rap a short distance upstream from the up
stream toe slope and dirt'' had been washed in between the pile of rook and the slope* It was noted that 
this pile of dirt was pushing up over the rock, whioh made it seem probable that a foundation failure 
was taking plaoe. As a result of having careful measurements on this slope we were able to observe 
over the period of the next few days that the embankment moved out horizontally as shown by Fig. 1.
The embankment moved out against the toe of the rook pile and the loose dirt was pushed up over the 
rook.

P = W H  (W = un it we / ght o f  m a te ria l)

''3 ' —  -  shea ring stress in  founda tion la ye r A

The physical evidence was that the face of this embankment moved up-stream parallel to itself ap
proximately a distanoe of eight feet. Ae far as could be observed from what measurements we had there 
was no vertical movement of the top surface of the embankment. We got some points on the top of the 
embankment only after a large part of the movement had taken place, but we were able to observe a hori
zontal movement in the surface of the embankment, varying from about 8 feet at the upstream face to 
zero at the quarter point on the downstream side. There was a noticeable movement— I think we pro
bably measured about half a foot— at the oenter line, and still more at the upper quarter point, and 
a maximum movement at the upstream face.

We had a good many theories about what was happening, as a group of engineers will, in a case like 
that. In order to find out, the first thing we did was to dig a 6ma.ll trench into the toe. We found, 
about six inches below the surface cf the ground, a slide plane. By the following day the embankment 
had pushed out several inches as measured by the overhang at the vertical end of the trench. We de
cided to follow that slide plane in. We followed it in with a trench and we found that slide plane 
extended along just about six inohes below the surface of the original stripped ground, and we had 
reason to believe that it continued back some distanoe.

Probably what had taken plaoe was this: this whole embankment had pushed upstream due to a swell
ing of the embankment itself. Incidentally, the embankment after the movement was still entirely in
tact. There were no slide plene6 in -che embankment except this one at the foundation line. There were 
evident on the face of the embankment a number of oracks, and those cracks extended anywhere from one 
to four feet, although we did find one that extended a total depth of eight feet into the embankment. 
Those cracks were tension oraoks. We acoounted for them by the fact that the surfaoe was more or less 
dried out and the interior was damp, thus movement taking plaoe oaused the surfaoe to crack.

As nearly as I can point the moral, it may be that you can go too far with rolling the embankment 
under certain oonditions. These conditions I think, are where you have a clay-type material which has 
high strain relations, and where you have a foundation which is considerably weaker than the embank
ment material as consolidated. Possibly, as Dr. Gilboy said, through the rolling of the embankment 
stresses were set up, and while the embankment itself was strong enough to resist the stresses, the 
foundation became overstrained at the junction resulting in failure in shear with movement oontinuing 
until the internal stresses wore balanced by the friction along the plane of movement.

I don't want to appear to be talking all the time, but Mr. Middlebrooks brought up one point which 
I think should be clarified. I make use of Dr. Jflrgenson's formula. Possibly it was misunderstood.

This is an embankment (see Fig. 2) and here we have a layer of thickness, A. The base width of 
the embankment is L. The formula for stress in this layer is C = PA/L, P is the pressure. P = W 
(unit weight of the material) x H (height of the embankment). Or C = WHA/L.

So long as this A/L remains constant the stress will vary directly with the height of the embank
ment. If the layer A remains constant, then L varies with H and the stress will remain the same no 
matter what the height of the embankment may be.

Generally speaking, the relation which Dr. Gilboy pointed out thi6 morning remains true, and the 
stress varies with the height of the embankment if A/X is a oonstant.

For example: The embankment is 100 feet high. The value of L is roughly 600 feet. Then if A is 
10 feet, C = 100 times the unit weight of material, which you say is 100, over your length of base, 
which is 600 times 10.

Or rather, it should be 600 underneath, and the thickness of the layor is 10 feet. That will 
give you 1000/6.

If you take the same embankment 10 feet high, you have C = 10 x 100 x 10, if you use the same 
thickness of layor, over the base width of 60, and you get the same answer of 1000/6. Therefore, you 
get the same stress for each one. In other word6, the ten-foot fill is just the same as the one 
hundred foot fill, where you have only a ten-foot thickness, and you are within the limitation that 
the ratio of L/A is greater than 10 which is not true in this oase.



No. G-13 DISCUSSION
A IJETHOD FOR DETERMINING THE SHEARING RESISTANCE OF FILL MATERIALS, EARTH EMBANKMENTS, ETC.,

IN PLACE BY MEANS OF A NEW SHEAR APPARATUS 
Donald M. Burmister, Instructor in Civil Engineering, Columbia University, New York City

A great deal has been done reoently on the methods of control for the construction of earth fills. 
Because of the fact that the stability of earth structures, embankments, etc., depends so largely upon 
the shearing strength of the material, there does seem to be a need for a simple field method for de
termining direotly the shearing strength of the material in place. The shear apparatus whioh ie il-

F i g .  1 .  Th e  S h e a r  A p p a r a t u s
F i g .  3 * F o rm  o f  t h e  S u r f a c e  B r e a k  

a f t e r  F a i l u r e  o f  t h e  G ro u n d  i n  s h e a r

F i g .  I4. .  F o rm  o f  t h e  S h e a re d  F i g .  5 .  M e th o d  o f  A p p l y i n g  V e r t i o a l

S u r f a o e  a f t e r  R u p t u r e  L o a d s  t o  t h e  S h e a r  A p p a r a t u s

lustrated in Fig. 1 consists of a plate with a parabolic edge welded to a strong pulling frame. The 
apparatus and test method were developed by the writer and Mr. Thomas P. Quilty who oarried on an in
vestigation under the writer's direction as a thesis subjeot in-oivi1 engineering, 19 3 5.

In order to disturb the soil as little as possible, a nirtcti is carefully out in the ground to re- 
oeive the plate instead of driving it into the ground. A little dry or powdered soil, which is sifted 
between the vertical plate and the contact face of the soil and packed a little, provides a more uni
form bearing.

As load is applied through the pulling jack, the soil in front of the shear apparatus is put under 
stress. When the shear strength of the ground is finally exceeded, a shearing surface is developed 
along which a prism of earth is detached. The surfaoe break has, in general a quite regular parabolic 
form in dry sand but in oohesive soils the break ocours as illustrated in Fig. 3»

The form of the shearing surfaoe can be determined in most natural soils, whioh are at all co
hesive, as well as the length of the surfaoe break, by scooping out the disturbed material as shown in 
Fig. 1;. This material is placed in a pail and weighed in order to evaluate the results of the test.
The shearing surface for the maximum section ie slightly curved for oohesive soils a6 illustrated in 
Fig. 6a, so that the length of the surface break is not so well defined.

An important fact was established by the investigation, namely, that the length of the surface 
break was practically constant and independent of the maximum shearing pull or vertioal loading on the 
shear apparatue.

The investigation also showed that the maximum shearing pull was a direct function of the vertical 
loading on the shear apparatus. Thi6 vertical load is oonveniently varied by filling the pail with 
different weights of earth as illustrated in Fig. 5»

The data in Table I are the results of field determination of the shearing strength of a number of 
soils, and shows the neoessary field measurements that are required.
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T A B L E  I

Original Shear Apparatus*

Weight - 8 .5 lbs. d - 1+.5 inohes

(l) Laboratory test. Clean packed sand with 8 per cent moisture.

115

1 W1 w2 W3 W P Averages VT P

9 .3 8.5 5.5 0 11+.2 1+5
7 .8 8.5 4.7 0 13.2 1+2 13 .6  1+3 .5

lc. 5 8.5 6.2 8 22.8 6 1

8 .0 8.5 4.7 8 21.2 58 22.0 59 .5

10 .0 8 .5 5.9 16 30.lt 70

9.5 8 .5 5.7 16 30 .2 73 30.3 71.5

(2) Field test. A slightly moist sandy soil.

7.5 8 .5 9.5 0 18.0 H+3
8.0 8 .5 7.0 0 15.5 135
9 . 0 8.5 8 .5 0 17 .0 135 16 .8  137 * 5

9.5 8.5 11.5 20 1+0.0 173
9.5 8 .5 9.5 20 38.2 171+
9.5 8.5 9.0 20 37.5 176 38 .5 171+.5

10 .  c 8 .5 12 .5 40 6 1.0 201
10.0 8 .5 10 .0 40 58.5 19 7

10.0 8.5 9.5 l+o 57.0 226 5 8 .8  2 0 8

New Improved Shear Apparatus.

Weight Wj - 17 ,,5  lbs,. d - 5 inohes

(3) An old slightly moist sandy fill with gravel and stones up to two inches in size, well packed
by tractor spreading operations.

I W1 w2 w3
w P Averages W P

7.5 17.5 8.C 0 2 5 .5 1+20

8.0 17.5 9.0 0 26 .5 390
8.0 17.5 13 .0 0 30 .5 1+90 2 7 .5 1+33

7.0 17.5 9.0 20 1+6 .5 580
7.0 17.5 11.0 20 1+8.5 1+90

7.5 17.5 7.0 20 1+1+.5 1+70 I+6 .5 516

6.5 17.5 6 .5 1+0 61+. 5 61+0

7.5 17.5 7.5 l+o 6 3.5 520

7 . 0 17.5 7 . 0 l+o 6 1 + .5 660 6 3.8 606

(1+) A now moist olayey soil fil]. with considerable gravel well paoked by tractor spreading
operations,ft

1 W1 W2 w3
W P <f> assumed Cohesion

7.0 17.5 10.0 0 27.5 315 30° 307

7.5 17.5 7.0 1+0 6 1+. 5 380 30° 308

Very moist
7.5 17.5 9 . 0 0 26 .5 237 30° 219

(5 ) Flushing Meadows Park, L.I. New moist ash and oinder fill packed by traotor spreading
operations and trucks.

7.0 17.5 6.0 0 23.5 270 30° 253
7.0 17.5 6.0 0 23.5 310 30° 299

(6) Flushing Meadows Park, L.I. Soft saturated meadow mat, oomposed of roots and mud.

9 . 0 17.5 10.0 0 27.5 155 0 ° 181
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Prism of Passive Pressuj^e.

I w .

Shearing Surface- 
0.5 sc.ft Area, p 
approx. ---

i---j

W3  Txternal loads

''Shearing Surface, 
a. Theoretical, 
h. In sandy soil, 
c . In cohesive and 

stony soils.

(b). \
\

A s s u m p t i o n s -

Shearing surface a strai
ght line.

6  z  (45 - */2)

;• C0 6 $*C cot 6

p = 6 0  

c - 308 lbs. 
per sq.ft.

p - 30*
C ■ 460 lbs. 

per sq.ft.

r—<

S.

S’ i - 29.5°
C « 128 lba. 

per sq.ft.

6 - 29.5'
C - 24.5 lbs. 

per sq.ft.

Figure 6 . - Analysis of Kesults of Shear Tests.

Figure 7. - The Effeot of the State of Compaction of the 
Soil upon the Shearing Phenomena.

Moisture content, percent of dry weight.

Figure 8. - The Effeot of Moisture Content upon the 
Sheering Resistance of Sand.

If the angle- & , which is pr&otioally oon
stant and independent of the loading, is taken 
as equal to $ = (ii5 - f/2), the prism of de
tached earth shown in Fig. 6a may be analyzed 
as a Prism of Passive Pressure, as in (b) for 
the maximum seotion. Although the shearing sur
faoe of least oapaoity becomes more curved, when 
the soil possesses oohesion or contains many 
large stones, it is assumed to be straight for 
this analysis. The results of a number of tests 
with different vertical loads from Table I are 
plotted in Fig. 6 and define a linear relation
ship, which is similar to Coulomb’s method of 
analysis. The analysis of the force diagram 
shows that the theoretioal relation between the 
quantities is given by the following equation*

P = 2 .0 0 S  Q .C.A 4- W^.oot 9  (l)

The slope of the line gives the angle & from 
whioh the theoretical angle of friction oan be 
determined. The intercept on the vertioal axis 
then defines the cohesion. The shearing sur
face in the test is approximately equal to 
0.5 sq ft.

It is of considerable interest to note the 
important effect of compaction and moisture oon
tent upon the shearing strength of soils, for 
example, ordinary olean concrete sand. In 
Fig. 7 the effect of paoking upon the shearing 
resistance is shown. The shearing foroo- 
deformation ourves are typioal and bring out 
very clearly the nature of the shearing phe
nomena for different oonditions. These curves 
are similar to those obtained by Professor 
Casagrande by moans of shear box tests, whioh 
were desoribed in the Journal of the Boston 
Sooiety of Civil Engineers, Vol. XXIII,

Jan. 1936, page 13.
In Fig. 9 are given the results of a 

series of tests on sand where the moisture oon
tent was varied and a oonstant method of paok
ing was used throughout.

The ourves show the important effect of 
moisture content upon tho oohesion component of 
the shearing strength. For any given soil there 
is a maximum at some fairly well-defined range 
of moisture oontent. It is also important to 
note that with increasing moisture oontent the 
angle of internal friotion is almost oonstant.

The shear apparatus and test method makes 
it possible not only to make field determina
tions of shear strength of fill materials, 
beaohes of hydraulio fill dams, eto., for 
oontrol during construction, but also to make 
preliminary studies of the important effeot of 
variations of materials, moisture oontent, and 
of the compaoting foroe upon this essential 
physioal property of the soil— its shear 
strength.
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No. Gf—ll). DISCUSSION
Regierungs-und Bdurat Jofeohlm Ehrenberg, Preussiohe Verauohanatalt filr Wasserbau und Sohiffbau, Berlin

The Soils Laboratory of the German Research Station for Hydraulio and Naval Constructions at Berlin- 
had to solve an interesting problem a few years ago. It ooncorned a brown coal mine. The ooal la-”- in 
the upper surfaoe and was extracted by open exoavation which had an area of about 250 0 meters in length 
by 4OO meters in width. This exoavation had been oarried down to a depth of 27 meters. At thi3 level 
began a olay layer of three to four metors thiokness, and beneath this clay again about seven meters of 
brown ooal.

Plan

S e c t i o n  X .-4 .  .S ec tio n  * - 4

«Sl i d e  in  a  b row n -c o a l  m ine  nea r  Regenburg.

It was intended to create a road across the excavated area at the level of the original soil sur
faoe. For this purpose an earth dam was to be built, whioh separated the exoavated mine area in two 
halves. These were to be connected by means of a tunnel which was to allow the transport of coal from 
one half of the mine to the other.

Our laboratory was requested to make a settlement forecast for this tunnel and an investigation of 
the stability of the dam. We extraoted undisturbed samples of the underlying day and determined the 
oompressibility coefficients in the laboratory. We caloulated that the probable settlement of the clay 
surfaoe at the intersection of the oenter lines of the dam and of the tunnel would have a value of 
thirty-five oentimeters. We therefore proposed elevating the tunnel at this point by fifty oentimeters, 
letting it slope down toward the outside of the dam in both directions. This was to prevent a sagging 
of the middle part of the tunnel as a result of settlements, but would lead to an accumulation of rain 
water.

We further pointed out that it was to be feared that the sand dam, which was to have a slope of 1.5, 
might slide on the underlying olay.

The administration of the mine did not share our point of view, because the sand edges of the ex
oavation stood with the same slope. We, however, maintained our attitude, as the clay layers under the 
proposed dam had been relieved of the weight of overlying material and had remained freely exposed for 
more than ten years. Therefore it was likely to have absorbed water and swelled. During the stressing 
of the olay by the weight of the dam under construction one had to expect a decrease in the shearing re
sistanoe of the clay beoause of stresses in the surplus water of the voids which oould not adjust them
selves rapidly under increased pressure.

Aooording to our proposal the one hundred meter long tunnel conorete shell was made in sections of 
eight meter lengths which were joined by steel rods. This was to allow a deformation without oraoks of 
the tunnel during the consolidation of the underlying day. Further, it was to prevent a sliding out of 
the tunnel shell in oase a slide of the overlying twenty-seventy meter high dam ooourred.

The administration of the mine built the slopes as it had originally intended. As we expected, a 
slide of the dam ooourred. This took plaoe during its oonstruotion, some distanoe away from the tunnel, 
when only four more meters remained to be added. The tunnel shell, due to its longitudinal re-inforoe- 
ment, held by friotion the dam in position around it. However, the tunnel shell was lengthened by about 
eleven centimeters by the tensional stresses oaused in it. It therefore acted as anchorage, whioh pre
vented the two slopes of the part of the dam near it from sliding. The slide ooourred only some dis
tanoe away from the tunnel.
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The ourvod plane of the slide was found to have passed one meter within the clay layer, as was to 
be 9xpooted theoretically, and not along its surfaoe. The sand of the dam had been dumped without any 
special oompaoting. It is probable that a good compacting by tamping, of a kind similar to the one 
described yesterday by Dr. Loos in his lecture, would have increased the friotion within the dam it
self and thereby minimized the probability of a slide. Suoh extensive compacting of earth dams has 
been used for the first time in Germany on the SBse Dam.

The settlement of the tunnel shell under the oenter line of the dam reached thirty-two oentimeters 
ono year after the dam was finished, whioh gave a fairly good agreement with our foreoast.

No. G-15 DISCUSSION ON
GILBOY'S PRESENTATION OF JtlRGENSON'S METHOD OF FOUNDATION ANALYSIS 
T. A. Middlebrooks, Assooiate Engineer, Fort Peok Distriot, Montana

I will ooinment no further on my paper (No. G-3) than to say that the method used in determining 
the stability of an earth fill on a plastio olay foundation was different from the method set forth by 
Dr. Gilboy. A more accurate determination of the stresses in the foundation was made by taking into 
consideration the effect of the stresses in the embankment. The Jflrgenson formula o = Pa/L, and other 
methods set forth for oomputing shearing stresses, neglects to take into consideration the effeot of 
the stresses in the embankment, and their effeot on the stresses in the foundation.

The levees referred to by Dr. Gilboy were re-designed, using a method developed by the writer. In 
this method empirioal flow constants were obtained from aotual failures for different materials, and 
were used in designing levees over soft olay foundations. I believe that the method developed by the 
writer and Jflrgenson's formula, o = Pa/L, are both at best only a rough approximation and should not 
be used except in emergencies when there is not enough time to make a complete and thorough investiga
tion. To obtain a more acourate analysis, the shearing stresses in the foundation must be determined 
by taking into consideration the stresses in the embankment as outlined by the writer in his paper (G“3 )» 

There is one question which I would like to ask Dr. Gilboy on the use of Jflrgenson’s formula,
o = Pa/L, is it true that two fills having the same 3ide slopes will have the same stress in the founda
tion regardless of the height? If this is true and the strength of the foundation material inoreases 
with the height of the fill, as was outlined in a paper by Mr. Knappen and Mr. Philllppe, it must neces- 
snrily be oonoluded that the higher the- fill the safer the structure. I cannot agree with this oonolu- 
sion and I do not believe any other practioal field engineer who has had experience in the oonstruotion 
of embankments over soft clay foundations will agree with it either. I have seen numerous oases during 
levee construction on the Mississippi River where only a few feet additional height caused failure*

Where the embankment load is applied as a vertioal load direotly to the foundation, as is the 
oase in tho method outlined by Jflrgenson and reooramended by Dr. Gilboy, the stress on the oontact line 
between the embankment and the foundation is neoes3arily zero. Under a 180-foot terrace loading the 
actual shearing stress on the oontact line between the fill and foundation was found to be 1* 3 tons 
per square foot, with a maximum along the rigid boundary of 2.2 tone per square foot. For this same 
case the Jflrgenson method gives zero shearing stress along the oontact plane and only IJ4. tons per 
square foot (approximately) maximum along the rigid boundary. There can be no doubt from these re
sults that consideration must be given to the shearing stresses existing in the embankment in determin
ing the shearing stress in the foundation.

No. G-16 DISCUSSION
NOTES ON THE STABILITY OF SLOPES 

Donald W. Taylor, Researoh Associate in Soil Meohanios, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MassaohusettB

If each member of this Conference were to give his impression of the dependability of stability 
computations, a great diversity of opinion would probably be in evidence. The following notes and 
comparisons of methods are given with the belief that when such computations are made with an under
standing of the assumptions involved, when o and <̂> are logically ohosen from satisfactory laboratory 
tests, and when the best available experience and knowledge of aotual conditions are utilized to allow 
as well as is possible for eueh indeterminate items as progressive oraoking, then the results are at 
least a very valuable aid to judgment in making final decisions.

Various shapes of failure surfaces are assumed in the different methods of attaok whioh have been 
advanced. Perhaps the most satisfactory of these is that of the circular aro proposed by the Swedish 
Geoteohnical Commission, for which three methods of approach aro available, i.e. (l) the Method of 
vertical Slices, (2) the ip Cirole Method, and (3 ) the Jaky Method. Eaoh of these three methods will 
be discussed below. Methods using different assumptions which will be touched upon are the Resal- 
Frontard (deformed oycloid) method, Culmann*s (plane) method and the Spiral method.

Method of Siloes. In Petterson's method of circular sliding surfaoes, the introduction of the division
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of the wedge into vertioal slices leads to an aoceptable assumption whioh serves the purpose of giving 
a Btatioally determinate problem. The statement of the assumption should be that the foroes on op
posite vertioal sides of eaoh slioe are equal in magnitude, opposite in direotion, and have the same 
line of action. From this it results that the foroes across lines ab and od (Fig, l) must be 
equal, whioh is hardly possible, but the assumption is on the safe side and leads to reasonable solu
tions. In describing this assumption it is insufficient to state that the vertical sides of the slice 
are friotionless, beoause the problem than is not statioally determinate. Fig. 2 shows a force system 
whioh oould occur under such a oase, wherein the resultant force aoross the sliding surface is not 
vertioal.

The <p Cirole Method. An alternate assumption which is basioally sound and easily applied was proposed 
a few years ago by Professor Glennon Gilboy, and is given below.

/-N
L = aro length AB

L i ohord length AB

R = radius QA
o = zero-load shearing strength, or unit oohesion

<p = effective angle of internal friotion

In an analysis of the mass above the aro AB, Fig. 3• 'the three foroes whioh aot on the mass and 
must be in equilibrium if it is just at the point of failure are»

(1) G, the weight. The magnitude and line of aotion may be found easily by any one of several 
methods. _

(2) C, the resultant oohesion. Its magnitude is oL. Its line of action is parallel to the 
ohord AB and its moment arm, a, is described by

oL x a = o R or a = ■ ■
L

Thus the line of aotion of C may be found and it will be noted that it is independent of the 
magnitude of the unit oohesion.

(3) F# the resultant stress aoting across the aro AB. In Fig. 3 this stress is assumed to be 
entirely oarried by the grain struoture, that is, the neutral stress is assumed to be zero. The oase 
where neutral stresses enter is mentioned below.

The three forces G, C and F must be oonourrent, thus F must pass through the known intersection 
of G and C. The foroe polygon of Fig. 3b may be drawn if another point may be found on the line of

/frouS- M ethods.
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aotion of F and Professor Gilboy1s basio assumption is to fulfill this requirement.
F is made up of small foroos suoh as f (Fig. 3a) whioh must be at an obliquity of <p to the 

aro AB. If f is produoed and a small oirole is drawn with oenter at 0 tangent to the produced 
line, it will be seen that the f foroe at any other poLnt of the aro AB will also be tangent to 
it* This oirole has been named the <p oirole* Any two suoh f foroes will interseot just outside 
of the <p oirole so their resultant would pass just outside this oirole, and similarly F must pass 
outside* Analyses indicate that it is never outside by more than 12% of the radius of the <p oirole 
and in general not over

The assumption introduoed is that F is tangent to the <j> cirole. The error involved is small 
and is on the side of safety* For some slightly smaller value of the line of aotion of F thus 
obtained would be oorroct, thus the assumption exaotly corresponds to using a slightly conservative 
value for <p *

If F has a neutral component the prooedure is equally applicable with slight modifications*
The neutral foroe Fn may be obtained by a sunning prooess based on the Ka ourve of Fig, S Paper No. 
G-6, Vol I, Then the veotors G and Fn are added to give what may be called the Body foroe, G*.
If F6 is the effeotive oomponent of F, the problem may be solved as before by using G', C and 
Ffl for the three foroes, and passing Fe through the intersection of G* and C and tangent to the 

oirole. These forces are shown in Fig, ij..
It may be noted that for a completely submerged slope, the modified procedure above is exactly 

the same as the standard prooedure using the submerged weight to obtain G,
Dr. Terzaghi*s method of handling the case where the embankment is subjeot to seepage is given 

under Fig, 8 Paper No. G-6. For individual slioes to be in equilibrium in this setup, it is neoessary 
to assume that the vector sum of the resultant foroes on the two vertioal sides of the slice must 
just equal the horizontal oomponent of the neutral stress across the arc* It would be rather diffi
cult to demonstrate the accuracy of this assumption*

The z0 height (Depth to whioh Soil is subject to tension). The Resal-Frontard or Frenoh method of 

slope analysis assumes an infinite slope and gives an equation for the surface of rupture whioh is 
quite rightly questioned, mainly beoause if all possible shearing strength is utilized on the rupture 
surface the mass is not in static equilibrium. Stability computations by this scheme as compared with 
other methods are found to be in general about 50$ on the safe side*

Very little is known however about the possible error in the z0 height as given by the Frenoh 
method, (See Paper No. G-6, Vol I) and it should be noted it is based on the assumption of an infi
nite slope and i6 used at a point very near the upper discontinuity of slope. The surface cracking 
is a very troublesome phenomena and suoh oraoks aided over periods of years by water pressure and 
perhaps frost aotion often progress so deep that slopes whioh are figured to have high factors of 
safety may fail. Even if this zQ were a dependable value it does not represent the total depth of 
possible cracking and disintegration of clay slopes. Thus the use of z0 in analyses of oiroular 
sliding surfaces as proposed by Dr. Terzaghi is only a partial allowance for cracking and there is 
the possibility it may be more dangerous than helpful*

In temporary slopes the tension may be balanced to some extent by the internal pressure of the 
clay. In permanent oases an adjusted average value for o may be obtained by reducing the unadjusted 
value, the amount of reduction to be determined partly by the percentage of area of arc lost by craok- 
ing, and partly by experience and knowledge of conditions* There axe numerous questionable items in 
computations of this type, and even after the best possible determination of oonditions based on the 
soundest judgment available, a generous factor of safety must be introduced for designs where per
manent stability is required. It is probable that no analysis can be depended upon to be used even as 
a guide to judgment to determine the depth to which progressive oracking may oocur*

Jaky Method* Dr* Jaky16 Paper No* G-9, Vol II offers a very neat mathematical approaoh to the prob
lem of stability of slopes* His Eq* ll; holds rigidly for the true rupture ourve whioh for all prac
tical purposes may be assumed'a circle* However, there is a question as to how muoh error may be ac
cumulated when the summation process is performed along a curve whioh is not exactly applicable* The 
boundary conditions used are likely to involve a muoh too rigid dependence on the circular assumption 
as the correct rupture curve probably has a sharper ourvature at the bottom flatter at the top 
than the averaging circular arc*

Dr* Jaky states that since a cylindrical sliding surface is more dangerous than a plane of rup
ture (Culmann method), the curved surfaoe should be used. Similarly it may be claimed that if some 
other oirole exists which is more dangerous than that used by Dr. Jaky this other cirole is the one 
desired* The existence of a more dangerous circle than that used by Dr* Jaky is indicated in the 
Table given below.

A praotical criticism of Dr. Jaky*s very fine paper is the impression given that computations of 
this type are thoroughly dependable. It would be muoh sounder to view them as preliminary investiga
tions which may be valuable aids to judgment for an experienced engineer*

Factor of Safety* Dr. Terzaghi describes the faotor of safety as the ratio between the moment tending 
to produce failure and the resisting moment* A different description, which may not be as correct ba
sically but -whioh gives a faotor which is simpler and more applicable in general solutions, uses the 
ratio of aotual cohesion to oritical oohesion. This latter factor will be used below and is oalled 
the faotor of safety with respect to oohesion.



Comparisons of Methods. A convenient form for tabulating stability values is in terms of the dimen- 
sionless oonstant

Pwfl“ ~ f ^

0 = zero-load shearing strength, or unit oohesion
F = faotor of safety with respect to cohesion
w = unit weight

H = vertical height of slope

1 = angle of slope

y = effeotive angle of internal friction 
f(i»̂ ) = o- oonstant for given values of i and p and level top surfaoe.

It will be notioed that o/P riR is a dimensionless expression, thus any consistent units may be 
used for o, w and H.

A mathematical solution of this problem has been set up by the writer, using Dr. Gilboy’s assump
tion, and by the method of trial the values of o/FwH have been found for the most dangerous oircles 
for various values of i and <j> . Complete results of this work in the form of curves will be ready 
for publication soon. Computations by this method and other methods mentioned above are compiled in 
the following Table.
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Values of o/FwH By Various Methods

Slope Friction Resal- Culmarm Joky Jaky Cirole Gilboy
Angle(i) Angle (<J> ) Frontard (plane) 1/4 f(/3 ) Gilboy-Taylor Taylor

Method (See
next page)

(1) (2) (3) (4a) (4)
90 0 .50 0 .250 -- -- .2 6 1

5 .458 .229 .229 .229 .239
10 .1(20 .2 10 .2 10 .2 10 .218
15 .364 .19 2 .19 2 .19 2 .199
20 .350 .175 .175 •175 .182
25 .319 .159 .159 .159 .16 6

75 0 .396 .19 2 ___ .2 19

5 .353 .171 . 17 2 .18 3 .195
10 .30 7 .152 .156 .16 3 .173
15 .280 .134 .135 .14 4 .153
20 .24 6 .117 .119 .12 6 .135
25 . 2 15 .10 2 .10 2 . 110 .118

60 0 .328 .144 _ -,1 .191
5 .284 . 12 4 .135 • 149 .16 3

10 •2kh .10 5 . 116 .127 .139
15 .208 .088 .098 .10 7 .118
20 .174 .0 72 .081 .0 8 9 .098

25 .143 .0 58 .0 6 3 .073 .081

45 0 .280 .10 4 — _ __ .17 0

5 . 2 3 1 .0 8 3 .10 9 . 12 1 .138
10 .187 .0 6 5 .086 .097 . 110

15 .11+8 .049 .0 6 4 .0 75 .086
20 .113 .035 .oij4 .057 .0 6 5

25 .081 .0 23 .028 .0 4 1 .0 46

30 0 .21+4 .0 6 7 .156
5 .183 .047 .082 .095 . 112

10 .130 .0 3 1 .0 5 1 •066 .0 78

15 .0 8 5 .018 .0 27 .01+2 .049
20 .047 .008 small .0 22 .0 27

25 .0 17 .0 0 2 0 .0 0 5 .0 10

15 0 .2 17 .033 — ___ .11)4
5 .118 . 0 15 .035 .059 .0 72

10 .043 .0 0 4 0 .0 19 .0 24

The high values obtained by the Resal-Frontard method are explained in part by the assumption of 
no cohesion within the tension zone of depth z0, and in part by the lack of statio equilibrium pre
viously mentioned. The Culmann method assumes failure on a plane, which is known to be far from oor-
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rect. The results by these two methods, given in columns (l) and (2), may be dismissed aB inferior to 
those which follow.

Values obtained by the Jaky method and Gilboy-Taylor or <j> oirole method are given in oolumns (3 ) 
and ( ! l )  and check reasonably well. It ie believed that the method of slices and also the method using 
spiral failure surfaces would lead to similar values.

Column (1+a) gives values computed by the y -cirole method for the circles used in the Jaky me
thod and it is seen that Jaky* 6 ciroles are not the most dangerous by appreciable amounts. It is true 
that different assumptions may lead to different oritloal oiroles, however there is at least an indi
cation here that Jaky* 6 choioe of oirole is questionable.

In Fig. 5 the values of o/FwH by the various methods are plotted for <p = 1C°. The relation
ship between different methods as shown in this figure are very similar for any other value of f .

Values of o/FwH by the <p oirole method may be depended on for as much aocuracy as is ever war
ranted in computations of 6lope stability. In oonneotion with their use there are two considerations 
of utmost importanoe.

1. Loss of oohesion which may oocur by progressive oracking or other oauses.
2. Careful olioice of o and <p to represent the most unfavorable conditions which are likely to occur.
Use of stability computations should never be made until these two items have been studied and al

lowances made for them as far as is possible.

No. G- 17  DISCUSSION (By Letter)
TWO EXAMPLES CONCERNING UNDERGROUND SLIDING CAUSED BY CONSTRUCTION OF EMBANKMENTS 

AND STATIC INVESTIGATIONS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MEASURES PROVIDED TO ASSURE THEIR STABILITY 
Dipl. Ing. Ernst von Gottstein, Direktion of the "Reichsautobahnen", Berlin, Germany

EXAMPLE I

General situation and description of the subsoil. A highway running along a lake crosses an area 
who3e subsoil is characterized, as shown by borings, by the following soil layers: Beyond a layer of 
peat of 1. 5  - ! ; . 0  m thiokness, glacial deposits of the lake were found, the depth of which oould not 
be determined as the soil was filling up the boring hole at a boring depth of b3 The physioal data 
of the deposits is given by Table I. In order to avoid a railroad grade orossing the oonstruotion of 
an overhead pass and of an adjoining embankment of 8 .5 m height (Fig. 1 & 2) was neoessary.

T A B L E  I 
Physioal data of some soil samples

Sample nunber 1 2 3 b 5
Depth in meters 3 .6 0 5.30 8 .6 0 15 .8 19 .0

Natural water oontent 52 3b 60 40 6b
Lovrer liquid limit 72 65 56 35 b5
Plastio limit IjU b2 ill 27 29
Plasticity index 28 23 15 8 16
Specifio gravity 2 .6 5 2 .6 5 2 .6 5 2 .6 5 2 .6 5
Reduced permeability index
KQ in ouvmin 6 x 10“̂ 3 . 5  X 10 "? 1.8 x 10“'’ 1.8 x 10'-’

Grain size distribution: 
(amounts given in per oent 
of total weight)
Sand, greater than 0.1 mm 12 3b 20 8 12
Mo, 0.1 ram - 0.02 mm 5b b2 71 1j2 26
Silt 0.02 mm - 0.002 mm 30 2b 7 50 b6
Clay, less than 0.002 mm b — 2 — 16

Reiaark: 80% of the soil is soluable in HC1

After the erection of the pass, to which no more detailed reference shall be made, the peat was 
excavated in order to provide for the fill a subsoil with sufficient oapacity of bearing and then the 
embankment was built.

Description of the slide. When the embankment attained a height of 3*5 ® above the surfaoe, a rupture 
T7 (see Fig. 1) having its oentral point at a distance of 130 m from the pass ooourred at one side of 
the embankment. The length of the rupture was about 120 m. After a few days the sinking attained a 
depth of 3 Soon afterwards two further slides II and III happened, superposing eaoh other and ap
proaching the pass at a distanoe of 20 metres. Corresponding heaving, amounting to 2 m (Fig. 3 ) took 
place at both sides of the embankment. The direotion and form of the movement in the fill and the
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subsoil indicated that the rupture in question was oaused by overcoming the shearing resistanoe of the 
subsoil along an approximately oiroular sliding 3urfaoe.

Indioations heretofore warei The sudden sliding of the embankment, the rotation of the broken 
part of the embankment around a oertain point, lying in a oertain height above the edge of the fill 
and the heaving of the ground on both sides of the embankment. (Fig. 3)

Statio investigations. As further failures had to be avoided beoause of the proximity of the railroad 
it was planned to build up the fill to the desired height with light slag of a volume weight of 1 t/s? 
and to assure the stability of the fill by oonstruoting counterweights of 2.5 m height and 5° m wide 
on both sides of the embankment (Fig. l).

In order to get a general idea of the existing oonditions of equilibrium and in order to evaluate 
the possible sucoess of the proposed measures, the following approximate calculations were made;

I. Calculation of the existing shearing strength of the soil oomputed from the slide of the dam.
Following the method of K. E. Petterson, described by K. v Terzaghi in his contribution: 

"Critical height and factor of safety of slope against sliding", (Paper No. G-6, Vol I) a series of 
possible oiroular sliding surfaoes was investigated and the cirole of least resistanoe "the critioal 
circle" was determined by trial (Fig. 3 ). But, with regard to the type of shearing resistanoe effeo
tive along a oiroular sliding surfaoe, two investigations have been oarried out independently, based 
on the two following radically simplified assumptions:

A. The shearing resistanoe along the base of an element of a oiroular sliding surfaoe is the 
produot of the radial oomponent of the weight of the overburden and the internal friction. 
Cohesion is negleoted. Neoessarily one has obtained a very small value for that ficti
tious angle of internal friotion because the Bubsoil was in a state of incomplete oonsoli
dation and had at the instant of the rupture a water content appreciably greater than 
after complete consolidation under the weight of the fill.

B. The average shearing resistanoe per unit of area of the oiroular sliding surfaoe is oon
stant and consequently independent of the normal pressure on the sliding surface.

These calculations have given, for the stress distribution when the slide occurred 
and the shearing resistance of the subsoil was exceeded, the corresponding values for the 
angle of internal friotion or for the average shearing resistanoe, as a fictitious measure 
for the effective shearing strength of the soil, which oannot be exceeded if failure is to 
be avoided.

The different values obtained for some sliding surfaces are given in Table II, whioh 
shows that for the oritioal oiroular sliding surfaoe III the fiotitious angle of internal 
friotion was <p = 11° 4 0'a while, if one presumes an average value of shearing resistance, 
its value was s = 2.2 t/nr.

T A B L E  II

Cross- Cirole Remarks oonoerning Assumption "A" Assumj
section the state of construc angle of in faotor of value of

tion of the fill ternal friotion safety shearing
resistance

? n = y fr s t/m̂

AA I fill at the moment 11° 40' 1.0 —
when the slide oocurred

II 11° 20' 1. 0 4 2.0
III 11° 00' 1. 0 6 2.2

AA I construotion of tho fill 6° 20* 1.34 _ _

II finished, supposing the 6° 00' 1.95 1.36
III last 2.7 m of the upper 6° 20* 1.84 1.30
IV part are built of slag 4° 00' 2.00 —
V and oounter-weights are 5° 50' 1.91 —

BB VI 2.5 m high and 50 m wide 6° 0 5* 1.95 1.30

faotor of 
safety

n‘ = %/%•/c

1 . 1

1 . 0

1.6

1.7

1.7

II. Investigations oonoerning the stability of the embankment when oounterweights are employed. 
Supposing that counterweights of 2.5 m height were constructed and the upper part of the fill was 
built of slag, oircular sliding surfaces were investigated in tho same manner as before. The results 
of these calculations are given in Table II. The obtained values for the angle of internal friotion 
are «p = 6° 20* or the average shearing resistanoe: s - 1.5 t/m̂ . They are the required values of 
the shearing strength whioh the subsoil must have, when the bare minimum of stability is reaohed.

Result of investigations. A comparison of the available and requirod values of shearing resistanoe ob
tained by the calculations under I and II, gives an idea of the faotor of safety of the embankment re
sulting from the above mentioned measures of security. It shows an average factor of safety n = 1.8 
(n' ■=■ 1.6), which means that the shearing strength of the 6ubsoil is due to the construction of the
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counterweights and the use of a light material for the oonstruotion of the embankment only mobilized 
to 55# (60$) of its magnitude*

As a result of these investigations it -was decided, that the oonstruotion of the fill should be 
carried out by applying the above-mentioned measures of security.

Second slide of the embankment* When the embankment had barely reached its final height, further slides 
oocurred suddenly, showing the same characteristics as the previous ruptures* Examinations showed 
that the counterweight in that section, whioh at the first slides had already shown the greatest heav
ing, had only a height of 2 * 5 metres above the original surfaoe, that means, that as there the heaving 
of the peat layer attained an average height of 1* 5 m, the thickness of the layer of the counterrfeight 
was only approximately 1* 0  m and that also a considerable part of the fill had been built of gravel 
instead of slag*

Static investigations and their result* The question, whether the described failures were a result of 
these divergences of the planned measures, caused the following investigations, based on the same as
sumptions as desoribed under I and II:

a. Calculations concerning the influenoe of the height of the counterweight and the volume weight 
of the material, used for the construction, on the safety of the embankment*

b. Determination of the traffic weight, whioh might have caused the rupture, presuming that all 
measures of security provided had been strictly observed*

The results of the researches are given in Fig. 6 and 7* They show that:
a* As a consequence of the stated deviations in the construction of the fill, the oalculated fao- 

tor of safety of the fill had sunk from 1* 8 to 1*08* Sinoe, at a faotor of safety 1* 0  the slide must 
ocour, the oaloulation shows the neoessity of the rupture and at the same time proves its own vali
dity and the admissibility of the simplified basis for the oaloulation.

b. If the embankment had been constructed as provided the practical maximum traffio load of about 
0 * 5 t/m never would have oaused a rupture. Only an additional load greater than 6 t/m would have 
lowered the safety of the embankment to 1*0 5*

According to these statements the counterweights were brought up to the originally fixed height 
and were slightly enlarged, as the second ruptures oaused conditions, whioh were more unfavorable in 
comparison to the previous oondition of stability.

The embankment was finished, and further damage has not ooourred*

EXAMPLE II

A highway follows a slope showing old superficial slides. Fig. 1 and 2 show the inclination of 
the slope and the course of the highway. With regard to the possibility of slides the overhead pass 
was designed as a statically determined structure.

The subsoil, to a depth of 20 m, consists of an unusually homogeneous bed of intact glacial plas
tic clay, whose physical data is given in Table III.

T A B L E  III

Physioal data of some samples

Sample number 1 2 3 b

Depth in meters 3.2 0 5 . 8 0 11 . e o 15 .2 0

Natural water oontent 16 3 6 3 5 2 1
Lower liquid limit — h6 50 3 0

Plastic limit — 3 6 2b 1 7

Plasticity index — 8 26 1 3

Reduoed penneability index _
in f.m/mi n 1 .J+  x  10 “ ' 12  x 10' 3 .5  x  10 " ' —

Grain size distribution: 
(amounts given in per cent 
of total weight)
Sand, greater than 0 . 1  mm 10

In
10 5

Mo, 0 . 1  mm - 0 . 0 2  mm 2 8 16 1 7 2 5

Silt, . 0 2  mm - 0 . 0 0 2  mm bb k6 5b 5 3

Clay, less than 0 . 0 0 2  mm 1 8 2b 1 9 1 7

When the embankment had attained a height of 2 — 1+ m, suddenly a deep slide took place. The em
bankment sank 0.20 m and simultaneously the railroad and the soil near the building B showed con
siderable heaving, shown in Fig. 2. Considerable damage to the overhead pass did not occur, only an 
unoqual settlement to the amount of 12 to 20 om took plaoe. In thi6 example, too, we had to deal with
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T A B L E  IV

Cross-
seotion

AA

AA

BB

Cirole

II
III
IV
V

Remarks oonoerning 
the state of oonstruo- 
tion of the fill

I. Fill at the moment 
when the slide 
ooourred

Assumption "A" 
angle of in- faotor of 

ternal friotion safety 
n —

f

9 °  30 '

1 1 °  2 0 '  

1 1 °  2 0 *

6° kO' 
1 0 °  0 0 *

1 .2

1 .0

1 .0

1. 7
l.i

Assumption "BM 
shearing faotor of 
resistanoe 
s t/m^

2.3

3 * 1

2 .9
2 .8

2 .0

safety 
n =%/sr

1 .1

1 . 0

1 .1

1 .1

1. 6

III

IV

II. Construotion of the 
fill finished, suppos
ing the last 3 m of the 
upper part of the fill 
are built of slag and

a. oounterweight 3 m high 
oontinuing as far as the 
railroad, the railroad 
having been raised 1.5 nu

7 °  30 » 

6 °  15 '

1. 5

1.9

2 .2

2 .0

1.4

1.6

VII b. counterweight 3 m high
VIII oontinuing as far as
IX the railroad

VII o. oounterweight 3 m high
as far as the way and 

VIII a seoondary oounter
weight 2 m high from 
the railroad as far as 
the river

6 °  50 * 

8 °  2 0 * 

7 °  30*

6 °  0 0 * 

o
7 30 '

1. 7

1. 4

1. 5

1. 9

1. 5

3 . 0

1.3

0 .9

2 .6

1. 7

1. 0 5

1. 7

3 .4

1 .2  

1  . 8

X

XI

XI

d. oounterweight 3 m high 
as far as. the railroad 
as indioated by Fig. 5

e. oounterweight 3 ® high 
as far as the railroad 
as indioated by Fig. 5» 
a seoondary oounter
weight 2 m high from the 
railroad as far as the 
river

1 0 °  0 0 »

8 °  0 0 ’  

7 °  o o '

1 . 1

1. 4

1.6

1.3

2 .7

2 .5

1. 7

1 . 1

1.2 5

XII f. oounterweight 3 m high
a3 far as the railroad, 
the railroad having been 
raised 1.0 m

1 0 °  1 0 * 1 . 1 2 .5 1. 2 5

XII g. oounterweight 3 m high as
far as the railroad, the 
railroad having been 
raised 1.0 m, a seoondary 
oounterweight as far as 
the river

8 °  J+0 » 1. 3 2 .3 1. 3 5





a slide along a deep circular surface reaohing to a depth of 15 m.
It was proposed, as in example I, to assure the stability of the embankment by ereoting counter

weights at the base of the dam and by using slag for the further oonstruotion of the embankment.
As the stability computations were made in the same manner and based upon the same assumptions as 

in the example described above only the results shall be given. Beoause of the proximity of the out 
of the river it was neoessary to study the stability of the slope as far as the bank of the river. By 
this fact the height of the counterweights was limited.

Fig. 2-5, show the cross-seotions of the different circular surfaces studied and Table IV gives 
the different obtained values. For the available shearing strength of the subsoil an angle of internal 
friction of - 11° 20* or an average shearing resistance per unit of sliding surface of s s 3»1 t/m? 
was obtained. By carrying out the counterweights and by further employment of slag for the oonstruo
tion of the fill the oalculated faotor of safety beoomes approximately n = 1.7•

Due to results of this approximate stability analysis it was deoided to fiitish the embankment, 
carrying out the described measures of security. The embankment is finished, further slides have not 
oocurred.

Acknowledgment. These investigations were carried out in collaboration with W. Kn8rlein and K. Vogl.
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No. G-18 DISCUSSION OF PAPER NO. G-J (By Letter)
Arshag G. Solakian, Lecturer, Dept, of Civil Engineering, Columbia University, New York City

In this interesting paper referenoe is made to a 
photoelastio solution (by means of gelatin models) of the 
shearing stresses for a terrace loading" on an earth 
foundation, to cheok the mathematioally oaloulated stres
ses for a homogeneous material. As there is not sufficient 
detail in the paper as to the size of model and method of 
loading, it will be taken for granted that, a gelatin mo
del of exceptionally large size and thickness must have 
been used, in order to get a sufficiently rich fringe pat
tern of stresses produoed by the direot weight-effect of 
material in the embankment.

An inspection of Fig. 3» U and 10 in the author's 
paper shows, that although there is sufficiently satisfac
tory agreement between the theoretical and photoelastio 
results for the base line of fill, the discrepancy is con
siderable when the stress distribution over the entire 
oross-seotion of the model is considered. This differenoe 
in all probability is due to the type of material and load
ing used in the test. Although the high stress-optical 
sensitivity of gelatin was well known, this material has 
not been considered favorably by photo-elasticians, on 
account of the physical instability and large shrinkage 
strains present in gelatin plates both characteristics 
being undesirable from the point of aocuraoy of results.

The experimental results would have been more ao- 
ourate if the gelatin used for the models were replaced 
by Marblette (A. G. Solakian, "A New Photo-elastic Material,"
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Fig. 1.
Diagramatic Representation of Combined 
Centrifugal and Photo-Elastio Equipment

Fig,. 2
Stres6-Fringe Pattern for a Retaining 
Wall Under Lateral Pressure of Sand

Fig. 3
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Meohanical Engineering, A.S.M.E., December, 1935.), a new photoelastio material of higher stress- 
optical sensitivity than the materials used in oommon practice. Also, a snail model made from a thin 
plate of this material oould be used in a oentrifuge maohine in order to inorease the weight in the 
model sufficiently, to produce the necessary number of interference fringes in the stress pattern. A 
oombined arrangement of a Centrifuge-Polariscope, for the photo-elastio investigation of gravity 
stresses (by means of stroboscopic polarized light and- transparent rotating models) has been used suc
cessfully at Columbia University, for a number of preliminary investigations (P. B. Buoky, A. G. 
Solakian and L. S. Baldin, "Centrifugal Method of Testing Models", Civil Engineering, A.S.C.E., Ivky, 
1935). Fig. 1 is a diagramatio representation of the equipment. The stress pattern for a Bakelite 
model of a retaining wall under sand pressure (model run at a speed of 150 0 rpm in a field of I4B5 
times the gravitational one) is shown in Fig. 2, with the arrangement of model and sand as in Fig. 3 . 
The apparatus being under alteration at present, the writer is not able to present in this discussion 
a stress pattern for the typioe.1 problem of embankment-foundation as thoroughly investigated by Mr. 
Middlebrooks.

No. G- 19  DISCUSSION (By Letter)
Robert G. Hennes, Instructor in Civil Engineering, University of Washington, SeAttle

Several of the disoussions regarding Section G have emphasized the need of study of the properties 
of the soil involved in aotual landslides. It might be of interest, therefore, to consider the general 
conditions surrounding the Seattle slides, the study of which prompted my Paper No. G-2, Vol I, The 
Control of Landslides.

The frequenoy of slides in Seattle depends upon tho amount and distribution of precipitation. In 
the winter of 1933-34 over a hundred slides were reported within the oity limits, in addition to an un
recorded number in adjacent regions of the Puget Sound 3asin.

The Puget Sound Basin lies to the east of the Olympio Mountains and west of the Cascade Mountains. 
It reaches from the Canadian border to the Columbia River. The long axis of the basin lies north and 
south. The oentral area of the basin is less than a hundred feot above sea level, and gradually rises 
on its east and west sides to meet the slopes of tho mountains.

The foundation of the basin consists of folded sedimentary rooks that have been largely eroded.
The north portion of the area has subsided, and the valley of this north portion is now Puget Sound.
The glacial period followed this subsidence, and the northern part of the basin was buried under gla
cial sediments from five hundred to one thousand feet thiok. The glacial sediment consists of till 
with looal deposits of gravel and stratified olay. At the south end of Puget Sound are level out,rash 
plains of coarse sand and gravel. The southern part of the basin i3 hilly and broken, lacking the 
plains of glacial materials.

The slides at Seattle ooour in the stratified sediments referred to above. The material is highly 
oonsolidatod, and the natural moisture content of most of the local clays ranges from 25 to k0% (of 
the dry weight). The specifio gravity averages between 2.6 and 2.8. The outstanding characteristic 
of the' clay from the standpoint of slide investigations is the variation in permeability. If an un
disturbed sample of apparently homogeneous olay is allowed to dry in the laboratory, it is found often 
to consist of strata whioh dry out at greatly varying rates. While no attempt has thus far been made 
to obtain approximate quantitative measurements of permeability from thi3 phenomenon, suoh a procedure 
would seem to be feasible. Direot shear tests performed upon undisturbed samples of clay whioh had 
reached a state of equilibrium under the norjnal load, 100$ shear being attained in about one hour, 
have given average values of 500 to 70 0 pounds per square foot for the ooeffioient of oohesion, and 
17 to 22 degrees for the angle of internal friotion.

Clay slips in Seattle seem invariably associated with the presence of relatively permeable strata, 
either of silt or of sand or gravel. It seems a satisfactory hypothesis to assume that in suoh slides 
equilibrium has been upset by uplift pressure exerted by ground water oolleoting in the more permeable 
layers during a period of heavy rainfall. This hypothesis has been strengthened by the suocess which 
has attended the use of drainage as a oontrol measure. Both vertical and lateral drains are used in 
Seattle, and the results have so far been suooessful in all cases. If the root of the trouble were 
other than uplift, surfaoe drainage rather than underdrainage would have been required. This follows 
from the praotioal consideration that underdrainage cannot generally be designed to dewator completely 
the more permeable strata over large areas, but merely to relieve the pressure in the saturated aqui
fer. The Seattle control measures will not be fully tested, however, until after a month of precipi
tation equal to tho fifteen inolies reoorded for Deoomber, 1933*

While the above theory appears to aooount for the deep olay-slips, other slides in Seattle have 
been traced to other causes. Shallow slides, or sloughing of clay banks, have been observed when the 
topsoil possessing air-filled voids beoomes saturated and softens. The collapse of one bonk was ap
parently due to underground erosion.

It may also be of interest to note that observations of the soil during the excavation of trenohe6 
for drain tile on landslide sites has disolosed the presence of sharply defined shear planes in the 
undisturbed clay. This factor creates considerable difficulty when preparing undisturbed samples for 
shear or oonsolidation tests, as tho stiff olay fractures along these planes of weakness.
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No. G—20 COMMENTS ON VARIOUS PAPERS
(Editorial notes abstracted from oral and written oommunioatione.)

Paper G-l» Objootions are raised against the assumption that the angle of internal friction rapidly 
decreases with increasing pressure, as illustrated by Fig. 1+ in the paper. No suoh relationship has 
ever been found by the various independent investigations on the shearing resistanoe of soils con
ducted during recent years.

Paper G-2: In one communication examples are cited of cases in which slides wore caused by the driv
ing of piles into clay slopes which have previously been stable.

Paper The stresses computed along the lower rigid boundary, as computed by Carothers, were
found to be erroneous. For correct solutions see M. A. Biot, "Effeot of Certain Discontinuities on 
the pressure Distribution in a Loaded Soil", Physics, December, 1935*

In the stability analysis the important pressures exerted by the percolating water seem to have 
been negleoted.

Paper G-l+t The author clainis that experimental conditions are more unfavorable than the conditions 
in nature. That this is not necessarily the case, is convincingly demonstrated in a paper by Terzaghi 
on "Effects of Minor Geologic Details on the Safety of Dams", Proc. Ajner. Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgical Engineers, 1929»


